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FADE IN

EXT. PHOTO BOOTH - HOT AFTERNOON

Two friends were waiting outside the phone booth for their chance. A mother along with her baby came out of that photo booth. They deposited their quarter and jumped in booth.

They made funny poses to mark the photographs as icon for friendship.

LAILA
(posing, crossing the tongues)
Say cheese! Ha Ha.

NATASHA
This is gonna be funny!

AFTER TWO MINUTES STRIP OF 4 PHOTOGRAPHS CAME.

NATASHA
That is worth a shot. Hey, what’s that.

They saw another strip of 4 photographs lying on the floor which came along their strip. LAILA picked up the strip to see a young woman along with her baby in the photograph.

The woman’s face was not clear but the baby was such a sweetie.

NATASHA
That lady forgot to take her pics.

LAILA
(opening the booth door)
I’ll see if she is near by.

No Luck! She was vanished. They waited for few minutes to see if woman returns. Meanwhile NATASHA looked at second pic that showed the woman holding an ‘ICE-PICK’ (sharp).

Third photo showed woman’s both hands one holding ice-pick and OTHER WRAPPED AROUND THE INFANTS THROAT.

And the fourth...

NATASHA
(screaming horrifyingly)
OH! MY GOD, JESUS...
FADE OUT